
JERA Global CEO & Chair Yukio
Kani says, “This joint development

agreement with ReNew
represents a significant milestone

and an exciting advancement
moving us one step closer to

realizing decarbonized society,
with a focus on the sustainability,

affordability, and stability of
future energy.”
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Tenders: Ohmium-Tata
Projects to work on green
hydrogen in India

Tenders: Factor in resilience
in infrastructure, says PM
Modi

Tenders: REC provides
Rs.1,869.265cr loan for Kiru
Hydro project

Tenders

Tenders: India needs two
crore households

Tenders: IREDA accelerating
adoption of RE in India

Tenders: NHAI brainstorm at
workshop on project
implementations

Tenders: Japan-leads
Y60.536bn green loan for
REC’s projects in India

Dr Raghuram G says, “This technology is a game-changer. AI and
real-time feedback mean that the new MER Navigation system has

revolutionized our approach to targeting brain structures during DBS
procedures.
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Projects: Energy Efficiency
needs National level PAT
Scheme  

Projects: IGBC works on
adoption of low-carbon cooling
systems

Projects: JGU signs 7 MoUs
with Japanese universities

Projects: Mumbai consultant
set to get Japanese SMEs to
work in India

Project: IREDA CMD highlights
commitment to Net Zero
emissions

Projects: Indian Carbon Market
will need support in financing
and technologies

Projects

Project: KABIL & CSIR-NGRI to
collaborate on strategic mineral
projects

Projects: First multi-purpose
Green Hydrogen Pilot Project
inaugurated

Arun Singh, Global Chief Economist,
Dun & Bradstreet, said on 22 Apr 2024,

"The Indian economy continues its
steady performance as economy
gains steam gathered in previous

quarters. Businesses are anticipating
continued policy alignment,

supporting the higher optimism with
index growing by 4.2% (q-o-q) for Q2

2024.”

Projects: Brazilian, Canadia and US
NPOs win HCLTech Grant Americas

“This approach is complemented by an upcoming ADV motorcycle
global launch, positioning Brixton to uniquely appeal to Indian
motorcycling enthusiasts. To engage with Indian consumers effectively,
Brixton will initiate an extensive marketing campaign leading up to a
festive brand launch in 2024,” says Tushar Shelke, Managing Director at
KVMPL
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Projects: L&T Shipyard starts
work on Cadet Training Ship

Project: ITCM successfully
tested from Chandipur

Projects: IREDA’s GIFT City
office to support RE
manufacturers

Projects: Govt working on India
Carbon Market plan

Projects: DRDO Chairman
emphasises importance of
transformational exoskeleton
technology
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Markets

Markets: India leads the
world in real-time
transactions

Market: Capco says Naha-
Malhotra appointed to expand
in India

Market: I Square Tek to add
300 employees for Hewlett
Packard ODC
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Zydus’ Dr Punit Patel said, “As one of the first suppliers,
we are pleased with the launch of generic Mirabegron
which will improve access and availability of the
generic product for patients in the US market.

The Ministry of Heavy Industries
has released the list of bidders

(in alphabetical order) who have
submitted bids in response to

this tender are ACME Cleantech
Solutions Private Limited, Amara

Raja Advanced Cell
Technologies Private Limited,
Anvi Power Industries Private

Limited, JSW Neo Energy Limited,
Reliance Industries Limited,

Lucas TVS Limited, and Waaree
Energies Limited for a cumulative

capacity of 70 GWh.

Market: Intricate process of
debt repayment and
resolution is still complex

Market: BIRKENSTOCK opens
Mumbai store to connect with
Indian customers

Market: Tanishq mulls second
store in Singapore for South
East Asian customers

Market: Natarajan to
strengthen Congruent relations
with clients

Market: All joinmax products
registered in India

Markets: ValGenesis-
DynaCompliance work for India-
US life sciences companies

Market: Globally popular
Indian spices set for 8.11%
CAGR

Markets: Bengaluru hub for
‘go-to operating system for
convenience retail’

Market: Medtronic Navigation
system for Parkinson’s
treatment in India
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Mark Morelli, President and CEO,
Vontier headquartered in Raleigh,
North Carolina, says “With India’s

innovation, talent and world-class
educational institutions, this centre is

the perfect location to further
advance our capabilities for

customers.”

Markets: Indians concern about
water scarcity, says Ecolab
study

Market: Dun & Bradstreet index
at 75.9 for Q2, up 4.2% on Q1

Market: India requires spatially
dispersed, job-generative,
equitable and sustainable growth

Market: foundit-BWF to connect
millions of talented individuals
across India-SEA

Markets: Plate up by $19/MT;
scrap improves by $20/MT

Markets: Wipro gears up for
clients’ AI-driven competitive
advantage

Markets: Infosys has created
robust foundation for growth

Market: Cloudaction acquisition
is part of growth journey for AiRo

Ohmium CEO Arne Ballantine says, “With collaborative partners like
Tata Projects, Ohmium is poised to be a leading provider of PEM
electrolyzer technology in India. Together, we share the goal of driving
the adoption of green hydrogen in India and accelerating the country's
transition towards a sustainable energy future."

Markets: India is important in
KONE’s global strategy
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Senior Country Officer for India,
Crédit Agricole Corporate and

Investment Bank, Franck Passillier
said of the green loan, “The

transaction exemplifies Crédit
Agricole Corporate and Investment

Bank’s unwavering dedication to
fostering sustainable development,

in line with our Bank’s leading
position in global sustainable

finance for more than a decade. Our
strategic collaboration with REC

underscores our steadfast
commitment to advancing

environmentally responsible
initiatives and promoting the growth

of sustainable financing within
India’s promising market.”

Markets: ITC says Blazeclan
acquisition to deepen global
presence

Exports
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Exports: Kopin received third order
for OLED microdisplays

Exports: Zydus markets
Ahmedabad-made tablet in the US

Exports: FIEO lauds $776.68 earnings
from global markets but remains
concern about West Asian tension

Exports: Puri discusses oil market
stability with OPEC’s Al-Ghais

“Earlier this year, joimax® received its CE MDR approvals, granted by TÜV-
South — an important step for marketing our existing products under the new
European regulation, which opened a backlog of products to India,” said
joimax® Founder and CEO Wolfgang Ries. “We’re already active in more than
60 countries! These partners are eager to launch the newest joimax®
treatment technologies.”

When you advertise on
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“This flagship store opening in
Mumbai will serve as a

platform to showcase our
latest collections, the alluring
1774 drops and connect with
our Indian customers on a

deeper level," says Jens
Hattab, Regional Managing
Director, Middle East Africa

India at BIRKENSTOCK.

There are entrepreneurs keen on working in India but face the challenges of getting
the right partner, according to Yadava, the US-based executives of Entrepreneurs

Organization which was attended by 143 Indian members as part of the 1800
delegates at the Singapore conference held 22-24 Apr in Singapore.
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destination for blended finance

Investment: Swiss PAMP takes
control of Indian units

Investment: CCI approves Protos-
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supply chain industry
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Fiinews.com was seen and
read by 1.82 million India-

focused business
executives in 2022. We

appreciate these global
business executives’

support for Fiinews.com,
considering it as an

important source of market
intelligence on India. 

We also look forward to
more support in 2023 when
we will produce more and

more articles related to the
Indian market and

businesses. 

Please continue reading
and subscribe free to

Fiinews.com. 

Follow us on @fii_news. 
A big Thank You. 

Editor.
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Manufacturing: New line part
of JK Cement’s expansion
strategy

Manufacturing: PG starts
producing air-conditioners from
Bhiwadi

Manufacturing: TDB supports
Dhruva Space’s high-efficiency
solar panels

Manufacturing

Manufacturing: VAV upgrades
Ratnagiri facility to meet egg
yolk lecithin demand

"This investment reflects the confidence of our investors in Assert AI's
vision and potential. It will fuel our expansion efforts and accelerate

the development of innovative AI Vision solutions that drive value for
our clients globally," says Job Philip, CEO of Assert AI which operates

from India, the US and the Middle East.

Manufacturing: MHI receives
seven bids for ACC facilities

Manufacturing: Bolt.Earth set to
meet diverse needs of EV
charging

Manufacturing: Austrian brand
enters Indian market with four
motorcycle models

Manufacturing: Magma fortifies
position in B2B commerce
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To facilitate this strategic
acquisition in North America,
Canarys intends to utilize a

blend of internal accruals and
debt. The company plans to

issue up to 25,60,973 convertible
warrants priced at Rs.41/- each,
with warrant holders having the

option to convert them into 1
Equity Share at a premium of

Rs.39/- per share within 18
months, aiming to raise funds of

up to Rs.10.49 Cr/-.
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Manufacturing: DRDO hands over
Actuators & Airbrake Control
Module to HAL

Manufacturing: in-tech to
strengthen Infosys’ Engineering
R&D

Manufacturing: ‘Made in India’
motors launched for industries

Manufacturing: OnEv plans to
ramp up production of EV-
wheelers

Technology: Tata Comm works on
digital fabric of solutions

Technology: WNS Aggressively
invest in AI-Gen AI

Technology: HCLTech focuses on
AI-GenAI and launches AI Force

Technology: Dynamic QR Code
device by SuperUs to transform
digital payments in India

Technology: India committed to
environmental conservation

Technology

Bill Maffucci, Kopin’s Senior
Vice President of Business

Development and Strategy,
says “The opportunity to

supply display products to
the Indian Armed Forces

provides us with a
significant expansion of our

addressable market.”
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Anne-Marie Rowland, CEO
of Capco, said on 29 Apr,

“Dipanjan’s and Madhav’s
experience working with

global organizations will be
invaluable in driving the
expansion and depth of

Capco’s advisory
capability in India.”
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subscribers migraterd to Jio
True 5G

Technologies: Royal Diamond
sponsors aerspace Industries’
drones in UAE

Technology: Amdocs launches
new employer brand
campaign

Technology: AIC-CCMB equips
centre with Thermo Fisher
Scientific platforms
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transforms how CFO manages,
reports and analyses RPTs
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Fiinews.com has over 500k readers from business & corporate world and can showcase your
company on its website fiinews.com for one year through your advertisement along with
doing two advertorials.

Advertising proposal - Share Your Ideas and Ideals: Advantage India – Participate in the
Indian prosperity.

This is a special offer to companies to advertise with us, along with two advertorials as well
as embedded video clip / Youtube of your company or official presentations.

These market-oriented articles-information dissemination materials will be shared through
fiinews.com’s e-newsletters issued twice a month.

Fiinews.com is making this special offer to inform readers from business communities in
India and across the world of how companies are growing their footprints in the Indian
market.

Fiinews.com has more than 500,000 readers who are businessmen focused on joining or
have joined the India growth story.

Fiinews.com is an independent Singapore-based publication.
Your story should be an inspiration to businesses wanting to be in India, which is
propagating public-private partnerships in the fastest growing economy of the world.

Let’s hear from you soon, email: gurdips@outlook.com.

Advertise with Foreign Investors on India (fiinews.com)
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Copywriter with 45 years experience,
your gateway to the Indian Market.
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